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Abstract. We develop an algebraic speci�cation of the architecture of
an abstract and simpli�ed version of the Java Virtual Machine (JVM).
This concentration on the implementation-independent features of the
machine allows us to build a clean and easily comprehensible model in
which its structure is emphasised. We then axiomatise the semantics of
programs operating on this architecture. We also consider how we can
concretise this abstract model which provides us with a �rm foundation
for exploring the entire JVM and thus of analysing the correctness of
Java implementations.

1 Introduction

Virtual machines are software emulations of physical, or physically real-
isable, machines; they act as \synthetic computers" (Liu [1996]). Virtual
machines are used to describe and standardise the behaviour of a variety
of applications across a range of platforms and so must abstract from
architectural-dependent details.

For example, the operational semantics of programming languages,
from the SECD machine (Landin [1964]) through to the abstract rewrit-
ing machine (Kamperman and Walters [1993]), explain the behaviour of
programs in terms of their e�ect on abstract or virtual machines. This
idea has been extended and applied to the implementation of a number of
languages, for example, the Warren Abstract Machine for Prolog (Warren
[1983]), the Java Virtual Machine for Java (Gosling [1995], Lindholm and
Yellin [1997]).

Related to this implementation theme, the universal intermediate lan-
guage UNCOL (Strong et al. [1958]) was envisaged as a general intermedi-
ate language for abstract machines. This goal has been realised for partic-
ular compiler front-ends, with, for example, P-Code for Pascal (described
in Nori et al. [1981]) and the Register Transfer Language (Davidson and
Fraser [1984]) which has been used for a number of languages.



Other application areas revolve around that of operating systems. The
IBM VM operating system series (for example, the VM/370 (Seawright
and MacKinnen [1979])) and Microsoft Windows 95 (King [1994]) both
implement virtual machines to facilitate compatibility between product
versions. Virtual machines are now also being used to enable executable
code to be emulated on di�erent platforms, for example, MS-DOS based
products running on INTEL processors.

Recently, there has been renewed interest in virtual machines through
their use in implementing the Java programming language: it is the abil-
ity of Java applets to deliver code across the internet which will execute
on di�erent platforms, that has driven this interest in employing an ar-
chitecturally neutral model of execution in the form of the Java Virtual
Machine (JVM). We take the JVM as a case study for the application of
general techniques to the semantic modelling of deterministic machines.
We show that these methods apply smoothly to virtual machines, help-
ing to close the gap between semantic models of programs, systems and
hardware.

Speci�cally, in this paper, we take the methods of algebraically mod-
elling microprocessors described in Harman and Tucker [1996, 1997] and
Fox and Harman [1998], and

(i) axiomatise the modelling process to yield an algebraic speci�cation
framework in Section 2 for de�ning the semantics of machines;

(ii) apply these techniques to the algebraic speci�cation of the architecture
(Section 3) and semantics (Sections 4) of an abstract (and simpli�ed)
version of the JVM; and

(iii) explain how we can concretise our abstract JVM model to provide a
speci�cation of the JVM in Section 5.

We axiomatise the semantics of the JVM by describing how the system
evolves over time. We iterate a next-state function on a speci�cation of an
algebraic model of the JVM and enumerate with a clock the sequence of
states produced. We specify this iteration by means of primitive recursive
equations.

One of our major concerns is how we can manage the scale of this large
example (the concrete JVM has 201 instructions). We �rst produce a more
abstract model of the JVM in Section 3, by removing implementation de-
pendent features. Then we build a speci�cation of the architecture of this
abstract JVM by linking together and instantiating generic speci�cations
of abstract data types that describe commonly occurring structures.

These abstractions percolate through to the instruction set, reducing
its size to 20 instructions (or rather families of instructions which are



indexed by the sort set of the underlying abstract data type that we com-
pute over). We de�ne the next-state function on each of these instructions
in Section 4, to produce an axiomatisation of the semantics of the JVM.

Our �nal task in Section 5 is to relate our abstract model to that of
the JVM.

One aim of this work is to continue this modelling process upwards
(to Java) and downwards (towards a particular platform). Such models
can be integrated within a common framework testing for trusted compi-
lation. This would allow us to trace the progress of the execution of Java
programs from their conception in software to their implementation in
hardware.

The reader is assumed to have some familiarity with algebraic speci�-
cations (Meinke and Tucker [1992]) and the Java Virtual Machine (Lind-
holm and Yellin [1997]).

Related Work There have been a number of approaches to specifying
the JVM.

In B�orger and Schulte [1998], the JVM and its instructions are sub-
divided into incremental sets, and their semantics are modelled using
abstract state machines. In addition, compilers from subsets of Java to
these languages are constructed.

Hartel et al. [1998] produce an executable speci�cation of the seman-
tics of the Java Secure Processor; this is essentially a modi�ed subset of
the JVM designed to be su�ciently small to �t onto a smart card.

Pusch [1998] also describes an executable speci�cation of the JVM.
An abstract model of the JVM is produced, although she does not exploit
the abstractions to as full as an extent as we do. A principle feature of our
work is handling the issue of scale; we employ the principles of abstraction
and modularisation wherever possible.

Some of the literature on the semantics of the JVM is more biased
towards type-checking. For example, Qian [1998] is concerned with pro-
ducing a static type inference system, and Cohen [1997] uses run-time
checks to ensure type-correctness. Much work has focused on typing con-
straints; see for example, Goldberg [1998], Freund and Mitchell [1998] and
Stata and Abadi [1998]. This is an area which we do not concentrate on
(to enable the dynamic semantics to be viewed with greater clarity); we
presume that the instructions have already been type-checked. However,
a thorough investigation could be made using the work in this paper as
a foundation.



2 Modelling and Speci�cation Preliminaries

In this section we describe the algebraic speci�cation framework that we
use to de�ne the semantics of machines.

2.1 Machine Semantics

We shall de�ne the behaviour of a machine in terms of how the system
evolves from one state to another over time. Thus, we consider the exe-
cution of a machine from an initial state �0 to produce a �nite

�0; �1; : : : ; �t

or in�nite sequence
�0; �1; : : : ; �t; : : :

of machine states. We shall encode �nite sequences �0; �1; : : : ; �t as in�-
nite ones �0; �1; : : : ; �t; �; �; : : :, where � is a distinguished machine state
speci�cally introduced for this purpose.

Time We use a clock Time to enumerate our state sequences. As we
use a discrete clock to record events, we can specify the generation of the
ticks of the clock with:

speci�cation TIME

import

sorts time

constants Zero : ! time

operations Succ : time! time

equations

Next-State Function To de�ne the behaviour of machines, we intro-
duce a function

Next : machine state! machine state

such that Next(�t) gives the next state �t+1 that results from executing
the machine on the state �t.

Thus, we can de�ne machine semantics using the iterated map Nextt,
which we specify by:



speci�cation MACHINE SEMANTICS

import MACHINE STATE ;TIME

sorts

constants

operations Next : machine state! machine state

Sem : machine state� time! machine state

equations

Sem(�; Zero) = �

Sem(�; Succ(t)) = Sem(Next(�); t)

2.2 Machine States

Thusfar in our model of semantics, we have just assumed that we have
some speci�cation MACHINE STATE of the set of states of the machine
which includes the distinguished state �. We now extend the modelling
process as far as we can whilst striving to maintain generality.

Programmable Machine States We want to consider how a machine
behaves in response to the execution of programs.

First, we observe that the distinction between programs and states is
somewhat blurred; the program is stored within the state, and certain as-
pects of the state are typically determined by the program to be executed.
However, it is useful to be able to separate out these concerns as distinct
entities so that we do not consider the program as being hardwired into
the state.

Let PROG be a speci�cation of the set of programs for the machine
(for example, as described later in this section) and STATE that of the set
of all states of the machine without the program component (for example,
the von Neumann general architecture speci�cation given in Section 2.3).

We suppose that we have a function

Install : prog � state! machine state

such that Install(P; �) gives the state of the machine which results from
loading the program P into memory for execution on the state whose
initial values are determined by �.

We can now specify the concept of a programmable machine state:



speci�cation MACHINE STATE

import PROG ;STATE

sorts machine state

constants � : ! machine state

operations Install : prog � state! machine state

�prog : machine state! prog

equations

�prog(Install(P; �)) = P

Note that projecting out the state component of a machine state
Install(P; �) will not necessarily yield �. (The construction of machine
states is not, in general, that of forming a Cartesian product, which we
specify in Section 2.3.)

General Architecture Model In order to add further structure to our
model, we have to make certain assumptions about the architecture of
the machines that we want to perform this process for. We shall take the
class of von Neumann machines, whose architecture follows the classical
structure illustrated in Figure 1, (although note that we consider the
program to be a separate entity from that of the memory).

Memory

Control Unit

STATE

ALU

Fig. 1. Von Neumann architecture. The dotted arrows indicate the ow of data between
components.

We produce an algebra State below that models the architecture of
von Neumann machines; we will give a succinct speci�cation STATE of
this model in Section 2.3 when we have introduced appropriate generic
speci�cations that make this task more manageable.



algebra State

import Memory;CU ;ALU

carriers State =Memory � CU � ALU

constants

operations �Memory : Memory � State! State

�CU : CU � State! State

�ALU : ALU � State! State

de�nitions
�Memory(M 0; (M;C;A)) = (M 0; C;A)

�CU (C 0; (M;C;A)) = (M;C 0; A)
�ALU (A0; (M;C;A)) = (M;C;A0)

where Memory, CU and ALU are algebraic models of the memory, con-
trol unit, and arithmetic and logic unit. We can change these components
of State with the operations of �Memory, �CU and �ALU . This will allow
us to describe how the machine behaves in response to the execution of
a program.

Programs We now turn our attention to the program component of
machine states.

By application of a result of Bergstra and Tucker [1987], we know that
it is possible to algebraically specify the programs of any programming
language which has a computable syntax. In practice, we can achieve
this e�ect by �rst specifying an appropriate context-free superset of the
language that we require using a technique developed in Rus [1971] and
independently in Goguen et al. [1977]. This method describes how we can
generate a closed term algebra T (�G) from the context-free grammar G,
such that T (�G) �= L(G). We can then �lter this superset (van Deursen et
al. [1996], Rees et al. [1998]) to produce the (non-context-free) language
L � L(G) that we require.

Example In Section 4, we shall model the semantics of an instruction set
for an abstract version of the Java Virtual Machine, which includes:

<instrn> ::= . . . j Returnvoid j Goto <instrn index> j . . .

We model these instructions algebraically with the constant

Returnvoid :! instrn

and the function

Goto : instrn index! instrn:



In addition though, we have to specify the non-context-free constraints
imposed on JVM programs, such as requiring that Goto instructions refer
to some instruction of the program.

2.3 Speci�cation Framework

In order to manage the complexity of our models we need to be able
to describe the architecture of machines at di�erent levels of abstraction.
Furthermore, to manage the scale of the models produced, we shall impose
a modular structure on the design; we model the interconnections between
components by using simple parameterising mechanisms (attening) that
allow speci�cations to be instantiated with other speci�cations.

In this section we specify the structures that we shall �nd useful for
describing the architecture of machines at a high level of abstraction.

Cartesian Products Typically, we can model machine states as cer-
tain Cartesian products CP(A1; : : : ; An) of sub-components A1; : : : ; An;
for example, we can specify the general von Neumann architecture of
Section 2.2 by

STATE = CP(MEMORY;CU ;ALU )

whereMEMORY, CU and ALU are speci�cations of the memory, control
unit and ALU components.

We specify the general construction by:

speci�cation CP(A1; : : : ; An)
import A1; : : : ; An; INDEX n

sorts A

constants

operations � : A1 � � � � �An ! A

: : : ; �i : A! Ai; : : :

: : : ; �i : Ai �A! A; : : :

equations

: : : ; �i(�(a1; : : : ; an)) = ai; : : :

: : : ; Equals(i; j) = True ) �i(�j(aj ; a)) = aj ; : : :

: : : ; Equals(i; j) = False ) �i(�j(aj ; a)) = �i(a); : : :

(To make the presentation more concise, we have used a speci�cation
INDEX n of the indexing set f1; : : : ; ng, which contains a test for equality.)

Thus, given speci�cations A1; : : : ; An, we can



(i) form tuples of elements;
(ii) project out the component elements; and
(iii) change the values of any tuple component.

Lists One of the simplest structuring mechanisms is that of forming a
list of elements from a given data type; the only complication that arises
is that we want to be able to have lists that are composed of elements
that are of di�erent sorts from an arbitrary speci�cation A with sort set
S (which for ease of notation, we denote by S = f: : : ; s; : : :g):

speci�cation LIST (A)
import A;

sorts list(S)
constants Empty : ! list(S)
operations : : : ; Lsts : s� list(S)! list(S); : : :
equations

Stacks A central structure of the JVM is the stack; we specify the generic
stack structure by:

speci�cation STACK (A)
import A

sorts : : : ; stacks; : : :

: : : ; sstack underflow; : : :

constants : : : ; EmptyStacks : ! stacks; : : :

: : : ; Underflows : ! sstack underflow; : : :

operations : : : ; Pushs : s� stacks ! stacks; : : :

: : : ; Pops : stacks ! stacks; : : :

: : : ; T ops : stacks ! sstack underflow; : : :

: : : ; �s : s! sstack underflow; : : :

equations

: : : ; T ops(EmptyStacks) = Underflows; : : :

: : : ; T ops(Pushs(d; S)) = �s(d); : : :
: : : ; Pops(EmptyStacks) = EmptyStacks; : : :

: : : ; Pops(Pushs(d; S)) = S; : : :

Note that later we shall consider how we can concretise this structure
to provide a model of the concrete JVM. In particular, at some point
in this process we shall merge the family of S-sorted stacks into a single



stack. As a consequence, we shall need to know the order in which we take
elements of di�erent sorts from the stack. Thus, in our later descriptions
of the semantics of the abstract model of the JVM, where such consider-
ations will a�ect the concrete model, we indicate the relative order of the
elements on the stack.

Tables We shall use tables to store arbitrary data types which allow
direct access to the data through an indexing mechanism. We impose the
restriction that the speci�cation INDEX of the indexing scheme comes
complete with a speci�cation of the Booleans, and an equality function

Equalsindex : index� index! bool

on indices.

speci�cation TABLE (A; INDEX )
import A; INDEX ;

sorts : : : ; suninitialised; : : :

: : : ; tables; : : :

constants : : : ; Emptys : ! tables; : : :

: : : ; Uninitialiseds : ! suninitialised; : : :

operations : : : ; Reads : index� tables ! suninitialised; : : :

: : : ; Stores : s� index� tables ! tables; : : :

: : : ; �s : s! suninitialised; : : :

equations

: : : ; Reads(i; Emptys) = Uninitialiseds; : : :

: : : ; Equalsindex(i; j) = true )
Reads(i; Stores(d; j; T )) = �s(d); : : :

: : : ; Equalsindex(i; j) = false )
Reads(i; Stores(d; j; T )) = Reads(i; T ); : : :

Error-Handling The generic speci�cations of stacks and tables given
above can both return error elements (Underflows and Uninitialiseds,
respectively) in certain circumstances. As these speci�cations will form
the basis of the architectural components of the JVM, these error ele-
ments will percolate through to most aspects of the model of the JVM.
(For example, the JVM is a stack-based machine, so the execution of the
majority of the instructions can potentially create errors.)



We would like our speci�cations to be strict in their error-handling,
but we would like to deal with the propagation of these errors in a man-
ageable fashion.

We could introduce equations to speci�cally propagate the errors
through the speci�cations, or alternatively, we could introduce some alge-
braic machinery (for example, Goguen and Meseguer [1992] or Haveraaen
and Wagner [1995]) that would automatically deal with the errors. In or-
der to avoid the problems with the explosion of equations that result from
the �rst route, and the introduction of an additional algebraic overhead of
the second, we shall adopt a pragmatic view; henceforth, we deliberately
omit the additional equations that would be required to give a complete
speci�cation.

To illustrate the conventions that we adopt, consider the de�nition of
the instruction

Dups :! instrn

from Section 4.1, that duplicates the top value of the operand stack by:

[[Dups]](�) = �PC+1 (Loads(Fetchs(�); �))

The function
Fetchs : jvm state! sstack underflow

takes the top element of the operand stack, and so can produce an error.
The functions Loads (that places an element onto the top of the element
stack) and �PC+1 (that increments the program counter) however, do not
produce errors when they are applied, except when they simply propagate
errors. Thus, we give the type of these functions as

Loads : s� jvm state! jvm state

and
�PC+1 : jvm state! jvm state

so withholding the error propagation typing information:

Loads : sstack underflow � jvm state! jvm statestack underflow

�PC+1 : jvm statestack underflow ! jvm statestack underflow

In addition, we suppress the error-propagating conditional equations:

Equalssstack underflow
(Fetchs(�); �s(Underflow)) = True

) [[Dups]](�) = �jvm state(Underflow)

Equalssstack underflow
(Fetchs(�); �s(Underflow)) = False

) [[Dups]](�) = �PC+1 (Loads(Fetchs(�); �))



It should be emphasised that we do not wish to trivialise the er-
ror cases which are important and informative. On restoring the missing
error-propagating information to our speci�cations, we would �nd that
errors would not arise and propagate had we subjected the instructions
to some suitable prior analysis (such as that provided in practice by the
JVM bytecode veri�er). The convention we adopt allows us to treat the
dynamic semantics of the JVM with greater clarity.

Filtering As we indicated in Section 2.2, we typically need to impose
additional constraints on a speci�cation to de�ne the set of well-formed
programs of a language. We shall perform this task by adding a �ltering
step to the speci�cations we have introduced. Such �lters allow us to
de�ne the typically occurring constraints of

distinctness: that elements of a list be distinct from each other;
disjointness: that two lists are disjoint from each other;
completeness: that every element of one list is present in another.

For an axiomatisation of these �lters, see Stephenson [1996], Rees et al.
[1998]. In this paper, we shall simply indicate that we need to apply a �lter
by pre�xing a speci�cation name with \F", as in FCP , FTABLE , etc.,
and listing which of the properties given above that the �lter captures.

3 An Abstract Model of the JVM

To axiomatise the semantics of JVM programs (Java bytecodes), we �rst
build a high-level speci�cation of the JVM in this section which abstracts
away any features that could be classed as implementation-dependent. On
this architecture that we produce, we describe the semantics (in Section 4)
of a set of abstract instructions.

We start in Section 3.1 by presenting an overview of the JVM, concen-
trating in particular on its architecture. Then in Section 3.2, we describe
the abstractions that we have employed in this model, and in Section 3.3,
specify the architecture of the abstract machine. Finally, we specify its in-
struction set in Section 3.4; we devote the whole of Section 4 to specifying
the semantics of these instructions.

3.1 Overview of the JVM

The JVM displays characteristics typical of both high- and low-level vir-
tual machines. This hybridisation is intentional, in that the JVM has been



designed to be at a su�ciently low level of abstraction so that it can be
e�ciently executed (by interpretation, compilation or direct execution),
whilst being at a su�ciently high level to enable it to be architecturally
neutral.

These considerations are reected in many aspects of the JVM's de-
sign. For instance, the JVM, like many abstract machines for high-level
languages, but unlike many abstract machines for low-level languages
(and many traditional hardware implementations), is a stack-based ma-
chine.

Our concern in this paper is that of the essential structure of the
JVM: to perform this analysis, we model an abstracted version of the
JVM which pays no attention to any implementation-dependent features.
We can then reinstate these features to produce a model of the concrete
JVM.

Architecture We illustrate the architecture of the abstract JVM in
Figure 2 (see Section 3.2 for a description of how this model abstracts
from the actual JVM).

First though, we outline the principle components of the JVM and
describe their purpose. The JVM has all the characteristics of the classical
von Neumann architecture discussed in Section 2.2:

Programs The programs are stored in theMethod Area. A program for the
JVM is low-level in the sense that programs can only be constructed by
the sequential composition of instructions. However, the code is designed
to support object-oriented structuring: the code is split into classes, each
of which de�nes a set of methods that can be applied to instantiations of
a class.

Memory The JVM's memory is termed the Heap. Here the class instan-
tiations are stored. Note that the values of the variables that constitute
an instantiation can be shared either amongst all the instantiations of a
class (static �elds) or are tied to particular instances of a class (non-static
�elds).

ALU The Operand Stack and the Local Variables of the JVM together
constitute its ALU. The operand stack is used as a temporary storage
area to calculate the value (if any) that a method computes. The local
variables store the parameters that are passed to methods, together with
variables that are local to a method.
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Fig. 2. The architecture of our abstract JVM. The dotted arrows indicate the ow of
data between components



Control Unit The control unit of the JVM is split between two areas:

(i) the Registers, which in our abstract version of the JVM simply consists
of the Program Counter that determines the execution order of the
instructions of the current method; and

(ii) the Execution Environment, which determines the method that is cur-
rently executing, together with the point at which this method will
return to within the calling method when it completes.

Structure Structurally, the JVM stores the ALU components (the Oper-
and Stack and Local Variables) and the Execution Environment of the
control unit together as a Frame. Thus, a frame stores all the transitory
information needed during the execution of a single method.

To enable methods to call each other arbitrarily, frames are stacked
together within the Frames area of the JVM; the frame which is at the
top of this stack is the one which is currently executing, and the frame of
the method which initiated it is stored directly underneath, and so forth.

We record the current method's point of execution within the Reg-
isters area. (Note that in the concrete JVM, there may also be registers
to control aspects of the Frames; see Section 3.2.) Together, the Frames
and Registers constitute a Thread of the JVM. We maintain this thread
structure, even though we adopt a simpli�ed single-threaded model, so as
to provide a �rm foundation for extending this work to consider multiple
threads.

The components of Thread, Heap and Method Area together consti-
tute the State of the JVM.

3.2 Abstraction

Our high-level view of the JVM exhibits three types of abstraction: that
of data, structure and e�ciency.

Data Abstraction We shall produce a model of the JVM which operates
over some many-sorted �-abstract data type A. Note that in order to
model the ow-of-control instructions that the JVM has, we shall presume
that A speci�es a Boolean- and Naturals-standard algebra.

We shall assume that we have a speci�cation for the abstract data
type A that

(i) imports speci�cations INSTRN INDEX and OBJECT INDEX for
indexing sets which have sort sets instrn index and object index,
respectively;



(ii) for each sort s 2 S, determines the equality function

Equalss : s� s! bool

on elements;
(iii) for each sort s 2 S and word w 2 S� with �w;s 6= ;, de�nes the

operations
Applyw;s : funw;s � list(S)! serror

on the set of functions of the data type A, so that Applyw;s(f; L)
returns the result of applying the function f to the arguments given
in the list L if this is all well-typed, and otherwise returns an error;
and

(iv) for each sort s 2 S, de�nes a default value

DefaultV alues :! s

associated with the sort s.

In order to incorporate the syntax of A into the instructions, we shall
assume that we have a speci�cation

SIGNATURE (�)

of the signature � of A, (for example, Rees et al. [1998]).
In addition, we shall also abstract away completely from how this data

is represented. We shall simply consider that the abstract JVM is able to
store, transfer and manipulate values of the data type A.

Structure Abstraction We shall abstract away from how we implement
the di�erent data structures that we use to store the components of the
JVM. We can split this idea into three di�erent applications.

Firstly, the internal stack of the concrete JVM is commonly imple-
mented as an array of values, with a pointer (stored in a register) to
the value which is the current top of the stack. We shall remove this
implementation-dependent feature, and simply specify stacks using the
STACK data type of Section 2.3.

Secondly, the internal stack of the concrete JVM is used to store
three di�erent types of information (the operand values, the execution
environment and the local variables). In order to di�erentiate between
these elements, the concrete JVM is commonly implemented using two
registers. In our abstract model though, we shall simply consider that
these are di�erent structures which we can project out of the state.



Thus, our abstract JVM has just one register (PC) which controls
the execution order of the instructions, and the execution environment
does not have to perform the rôle of maintaining the internal stack that
it typically does in implementations of the JVM.

Thirdly, we shall employ the TABLE data structure of Section 2.3
to allow access to values through some location mechanism. We shall
consider that we have such indices (for example, the names of variables
or constants) by which we can access the locations in which we store these
values.

E�ciency Abstraction As the JVM is a practical model of computa-
tion, it has e�cient versions of the most commonly deployed instructions
(in addition to the quick variants, which we do not consider in this pa-
per). For example, the most basic type of load instructions require the
location of the local variable to be speci�ed; the more e�cient versions
of this instruction are speci�c to individual locations, so eliminating the
need to store and retrieve this information.

As we are interested in modelling functionality rather than e�ciency,
these e�cient versions of instructions have no part to play in our abstract
model, (and indeed, our architectural abstractions prevent us from being
able to consider such instructions). Later though in Section 5, we shall
describe how we can model the e�ect of these e�cient versions on the JVM
when we have a more concrete model of the JVM (which uses positions
rather than names to locate values).

3.3 Architectural Speci�cation

We need to construct a speci�cation for the architecture of our abstract
JVM illustrated in Figure 2. In fact, this is now a straightforward task
given our generic speci�cation structures of Section 2 and the abstractions
listed in Section 3.2. We illustrate the architecture of our speci�cation for
the structure of the abstract JVM in Figure 3.

Notation For convenience, we introduce projection and alteration func-
tions that operate directly on each aspect of the JVM. For example, we
de�ne the operations

�PC : jvm state! instrn index

�PC : instrn index� jvm state! jvm state

to allow us to access and change respectively, the value of the program
counter by:
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�PC (�) = �PC (�Registers(�Thread(�)))
�PC (i; �) = �Thread(�Registers(�PC (i;�Registers(�));�Thread(�)); �)

Thus, the function �PC works by repeatedly applying projection func-
tions from the Cartesian product speci�cation of Section 2.3, as each of
the elements of State, Thread and Registers are Cartesian products (see
Figure 3). The function �PC is similarly de�ned (although slightly more
involved), using only Cartesian product operations.

For the program counter register, we also introduce a further function

�PC+1 : jvm state! jvm state

for conciseness which increments the value of the program counter by one:

�PC+1 (�) = �PC (Plus(�PC (�); Succ(Zero)); �)

3.4 Abstract Instructions

We can break down the instructions of our abstract JVM into six cate-
gories of related instructions. Each instruction (or rather, each family of
instructions in most cases) follows the abstraction principles laid out in
Section 3.2:

(i) operations on the underlying data type (Evalw;s);
(ii) manipulating values on the operand stack (Dups, Pops and Swaps);
(iii) transferring values between the local variables and the operand stack

(Loads and Stores);
(iv) loading constants from the constant pool (ConPlLoads);
(v) operations on objects (New, GetFields, GetStatics, PutFields and

PutStatics); and
(vi) ow-of-control (Goto, Jsr, Nop, Cases, Condw;s, Invoke, Returns and

Returnvoid).

The Syntax of the Instruction Set Using the method outlined in
Section 2.2, we produce a speci�cation for the instruction set:



speci�cation INSTRN (�)
import SIGNATURE (�);CONST NAME ;CLASS NAME ;

FIELD NAME ;METHOD NAME ;VAR NAME ;

INSTRN INDEX

sorts instrn

constants Nop : ! instrn

New : ! instrn

Returnvoid : ! instrn

: : : ; Returns : ! instrn; : : :

: : : ; Dups : ! instrn; : : :

: : : ; Pops : ! instrn; : : :

: : : ; Swaps;s0 : ! instrn; : : :

operations Goto : instrn index! instrn

Jsr : instrn index! instrn

Invoke : class name�method name

� list(var name)! instrn

: : : ; Cases : s� list(s� instrn index)
� instrn index! instrn; : : :

: : : ; Condw : funw;bool � instrn index

! instrn; : : :

: : : ; Evalw;s : funw;s ! instrn; : : :

: : : ; Loads : var names ! instrn; : : :

: : : ; Stores : var names ! instrn; : : :

: : : ; ConPlLoads : const names ! instrn; : : :

: : : ; GetFields : field names ! instrn; : : :

: : : ; GetStatics : class name� field names
! instrn; : : :

: : : ; PutFields : field names ! instrn; : : :

: : : ; PutStatics : class name� field names
! instrn; : : :

equations

The Syntax of Programs As we shall explain in Section 4.7, we create
programs from the instruction set by forming tables of individual instruc-
tions, labelled by an appropriate indexing scheme (which we specify by
INSTRN INDEX). Onto this context-free superset of the syntax, we have
to impose some additional constraints on the language to ensure that it



satis�es some non-context-free properties; for example that any branch
instruction refers to an instruction within the same method.

We now de�ne the semantics of these instructions.

4 Semantics of the Abstract JVM

Using the operations provided by the architecture speci�cation frame-
work illustrated in Figure 3, we de�ne the semantics of the individual
instructions of the abstract JVM given in Section 3.4.

This will allow us to de�ne the semantics of abstract JVM programs;
recall from Section 2 that to perform this task, we just need to de�ne a
next-state function. For this machine, we de�ne our next-state function

Next : jvm state! jvm state

by
Next(�) = [[FetchInstrn(�)]](�)

so that Next(�) locates and executes the current instruction on the state
�. (We de�ne the function FetchInstrn that performs this location service
in Section 4.7.)

4.1 The Operand Stack

As the JVM is a stack-based architecture, rather than being register-
based, the operand stack is the hub of all activities concerning the ap-
plication of functions to data. The data to be manipulated comes from,
and is distributed to, the various repositories within the JVM: load in-
structions deposit values onto the operand stack, and store instructions
retrieve values.

Structure At our high level of abstraction, we model the operand stack
as a stack of values from the abstract data type A:

OPERAND STACK (A) = STACK (A)

Transferring Values We can either load a value onto the operand stack,
or we can fetch a value from the operand stack and store it elsewhere.



Loading Values onto the Operand Stack A load instruction places a copy
of a value stored in a location of the JVM on the top of the operand stack.
In particular, there are instructions to load values from:

{ the local variables (Section 4.2);
{ dynamically created objects that are stored in the heap (Section 4.8);
and

{ the constant pool (Section 4.7).

We shall split the action of these instructions into two principle com-
ponents:

(i) �rst, we fetch the value from the speci�ed location, and then
(ii) we place this value onto the operand stack.

We exploit the independence of action (ii) to produce more modular speci-
�cations before dealing with the di�erent fetching operations of action (i).

To load a value onto the operand stack, we de�ne a function

Loads : s� jvm state! jvm state

so that Loads(v; �) pushes the value v onto the top of the operand stack
of the state �:

Loads(v; �) = �OpStack(Pushs(v;�
OpStack(�)); �)

Fetching Values from the Operand Stack The store instructions work in a
similar fashion, but this time we transfer a value from the operand stack
to elsewhere. Again, we split the action of the store instructions into that
of fetching and storing (but note that we have no instructions to store
values in the constant pool, as by their nature these elements are static).

In order to fetch an item from the operand stack, we need to be able
to determine the top element of a stack and to remove it. Thus, we need
to use the functions Tops and Pops of the generic stack speci�cation; for
ease of notation we introduce functions

Fetchs : jvm state! sstack underflow

Removes : jvm state! jvm state

that work directly on states:

Fetchs(�) = Tops(�
OpStack(�))

Removes(�) = Pops(�
OpStack(�))



Notation To aid the clarity of later de�nitions, we extend each of our
operations Loads, Fetchs and Removes to operate on lists with the func-
tions

Loadw : list(S)� jvm state! jvm stateerror
Fetchw : jvm state! list(S)stack underflow

Removew : jvm state! jvm state

which are all simply de�ned by recursion over lists, except that in addi-
tion, the function Loadw checks the types of the list of arguments that it
is presented with.

Manipulating the Operand Stack We have three types of instructions
in the JVM to manipulate the operand stack; we can pop values from the
stack, and because the JVM is stack-based we have instructions to swap
and duplicate values on the stack.

We pop elements from the operand stack with the instruction

Pops :! instrn

by:
[[Pops]](�) = �PC+1 (Removes(�))

We can swap the top two values (of sorts s and s0 respectively) around
on the operand stack with the instruction

Swaps;s0 :! instrn

by removing them both from the stack, and then pushing them back on
in the reverse order:

[[Swaps;s0 ]](�) = �PC+1 (Load
s0�s(Lsts0(Fetchs0(Removes(�));

Lsts(Fetchs(�); EmptyList)));

Removes�s
0

(�))

We can duplicate the top value on the operand stack with the instruc-
tion

Dups :! instrn

by:
[[Dups]](�) = �PC+1 (Loads(Fetchs(�); �))



Performing Calculations The JVM operates by applying the functions
of the underlying data type to arguments which are stored on the operand
stack.

We de�ne the instruction

Evalw;s : funw;s ! instrn

so that [[Evalw;s(f)]](�) applies the function f : w ! s to the arguments
stored on the top of the operand stack, and replaces these values with
that of the result:

[[Evalw;s(f)]](�) = �PC+1 (Loads(Applyw;s(f; Fetch
w(�))); Removew(�))

4.2 The Local Variables

We use the local variables area of the JVM to store the values of param-
eters that are passed to methods, together with the values of variables
that are local to a method. For this reason and because the JVM is a
stack-based architecture, the only instructions acting on local variables
are to transfer values between the local variables and the operand stack.

Structure We model the local variables as a table indexed by the names
of the variables (be they parameters or local variables), and storing their
values:

VARS (A) = TABLE (VAR NAME (S); A)

where VAR NAME (S) speci�es a set of variable names, which are typed
with the sort set S of the underlying data type A.

Retrieving Local Variables To retrieve values from local variables, we
de�ne a function

FetchV arss : var names � jvm state! suninitialised

so that FetchV arss (x; �) fetches the value that is stored in the local variable
x of the state �:

FetchV arss (x; �) = Reads(x;�
V ars(�))

Now we can de�ne the instruction

Loads : var names ! instrn

so that [[Loads(x)]](�) places a copy of the value stored in the local variable
x on the top of the operand stack of the state �:

[[Loads(x)]](�) = �PC+1 (Loads(Fetch
V ars
s (x; �); �))



Storing Local Variables Similarly, we de�ne a function

StoreV arss : s� var names � jvm state! jvm state

so that StoreV ars (v; x; �) stores the value v in the local variable x of the
state �:

StoreV arss (v; x; �) = �V ars(Stores(v; x;�
V ars(�)))

We can now de�ne the instruction

Stores : var names ! instrn

so that [[Stores(x)]](�) transfers the value from the top of the operand
stack to the local variable x of the state �:

[[Stores(x)]](�) = �PC+1 (Store
V ars
s (Fetchs(�); x;Removes(�)))

4.3 The Execution Environment

Within each frame, the execution environment stores information about
the method currently executing (the method and class), together with
information (the return instruction address) about the point where the
previous method was interrupted to initiate the current method.

Structure We store this information in the execution environment as a
Cartesian product:

EXEC ENV

= CP(CLASS NAME ;METHOD NAME ; INSTRN INDEX )

where CLASS NAME speci�es a set of class names, METHOD NAME

a set of method names, and INSTRN INDEX the indexing set for the
instructions.

Setting the Execution Environment We operate on the execution
environment with a function

SetEnv : class name�method name� jvm state! jvm state

so that SetEnv(c;m; �) sets the execution environment up with the class
c and method m as the new current values, together with the instruction
address of where to return to (the instruction following the current one):

SetEnv(c;m; �)
= �ExecEnv(�ExecEnv(c;m; P lus(�PC (�); Succ(Zero))); �)

We set the environment upon the invocation of a method as we shall
now see in the next section.



4.4 Frames

A frame collects together the operand stack (on which we store the val-
ues of (partial) computations), the execution environment (that we use
to restore information to another frame when we have completed the ex-
ecution of the current method), and the set of local variables (in which
we store the values of local variables and parameters of methods).

Structure We model an individual frame as a Cartesian product of the
operand stack, the execution environment and the local variables:

FRAME(A) = CP(OPERAND STACK (A);EXEC ENV ;VARS (A))

We stack individual frames on top of each other to form the frames of the
JVM:

FRAMES (A) = STACK (FRAME (A))

The current frame is that which is at the top of this stack.

Invoking methods When a method is invoked, we have to push a new
frame onto the stack of frames and we have to store information about
the point of interruption so that we can correctly resume the old method
when the new method completes.

To create a new frame, we need to introduce a function

SetV ars :
class name�method name� list(var name)� jvm state! vars

that will deal with the passing of parameters to a newly invoked method.
In particular, SetV ars(c;m;L; �) loads the current values of the list L of
variables into the table VARS of variables that are declared as parameters
by the method m of the class c. Note that this function also checks the
types of the lists L of variables with the declared list of parameters.

We de�ne the instruction

Invoke : class name�method name� list(var name)! instrn

so that [[Invoke(c;m;L)]](�) invokes the method m of the class c on the
values that are stored in the local variables speci�ed in the list L:

[[Invoke(c;m;L)]](�)
= �PC (StartIndex;�Frames(Pushframe(�

Frame(EmptyStack;

SetEnv(c;m; �);
SetV ars(c;m;L; �));

�Frames(�)); �))



(where StartIndex gives the �rst value of the indexing set used to locate
program instructions).

Returning from methods When we return from a method, we pop the
completed frame o� the top of the stack of frames, taking care to push
the value from the top of the operand stack of the completed frame onto
the cleared operand stack of the reinstated frame. Finally, we restore the
value of the program counter from the execution environment; we de�ne
this action with an instruction

Returns :! instrn

by:

[[Returns]](�)
= �PC (�ReturnInstrn(�);

Loads(Fetchs(�);
�OpStack( EmptyStack;

�Frames(PopFrame(�
Frames(�)); �))))

Void methods do not return any value. We return from a void method
with the instruction

Returnvoid :! instrn

which we de�ne by:

[[Returnvoid]](�) = �PC (�ReturnInstrn(�);
�OpStack(EmptyStack;

�Frames(PopFrame(�
Frames(�)); �)))

4.5 Registers

As we explained in Section 3.2, we only have one register, that of the
program counter, in our abstract model of the JVM. This register controls
which instruction we execute next.

Being a low-level language, the JVM has basic ow-of-control mech-
anisms to conditionally or unconditionally alter the value of the pro-
gram counter or to execute a subroutine, as well as the high-level ow-of-
control mechanisms of invoking or returning from methods described in
Section 4.4.



Structure We consider that the program counter register only stores
the address of the particular instruction of a given method and class
that we are to execute next. (Recall from Section 4.3, that we store the
information about the method and class in the execution environment to
maintain links with the concrete JVM).

We structure the registers as a Cartesian product

REGISTERS = CP(PC )

containing the single program-counter element.

Unconditional Flow-of-Control The simplest ow-of-control mecha-
nism is provided by the unconditional instructions of Goto and Nop, and
also that of the Jsr instruction which is a more structured version of
Goto.

The Nop instruction has no e�ect on the state other than to increment
the program counter. This is trivial to model:

[[Nop]](�) = �PC+1 (�)

The Goto instruction simply speci�es the next instruction to be exe-
cuted by providing a new program counter address relative to the current
instruction. We de�ne

Goto : instrn index! instrn

so that [[Goto(i)]](�) changes the value of the program counter of the state
� by an o�set i:

[[Goto(i)]](�) = �PC (Plus(�PC (�); i); �)

The jump-to-subroutine instruction

Jsr : instrn index! instrn

adds a given o�set to a program counter, but so that execution can re-
sume after the subroutine has completed, the address of the instruction
following the jump-to-subroutine instruction is pushed onto the operand
stack:

[[Jsr(i)]](�) = �PC (Plus(�PC (�); i);
Storeinstrn index(Plus(�

PC (�); Succ(Zero)); �))



Conditional Flow-of-Control A more exible ow-of-control mecha-
nism is provided by the conditional instruction

Condw : funw;bool � instrn index! instrn

so that [[Condw(f; i)]](�) alters the program counter by the o�set i if the
predicate f : w ! bool applied to the arguments which are stored on the
top of the operand stack evaluates to true, and otherwise the program
counter is simply incremented by one:

Applyw;bool(f; Fetch
w(�)) = True

) [[Condw(f; i)]](�) = �PC (Plus(�PC (�); i); Removew(�))

Applyw;bool(f; Fetch
w(�)) = False

) [[Condw(f; i)]](�) = �PC+1 (Removew(�))

We also have an extended conditional instruction

Cases : s� list(s� instrn index)� instrn index! instrn

so that [[Cases(k; L; d)]](�) searches the list L of pairs of matches and
o�sets for the �rst occurrence of a match equal to the key k, and returns
the corresponding o�set. If no such match is found, then the default o�set
d is used.

In order to maintain the useful notion that each instruction can be
completed within one time step, we introduce a function

Cases : s�list(s�instrn index)�instrn index�jvm state! jvm state

to describe the semantics of the instruction Cases. We de�ne Cases by:

Cases(k;Empty; d; �) = �PC (Plus(�PC (�); d); �)

Equalss(k;m) = True

) Cases(k; Lst((m; i); L); d; �) = �PC (Plus(�PC (�); i); �)

Equalss(k;m) = False

) Cases(k; Lst((m; i); L); d; �) = Cases(k; L; d; �)

Then, we can de�ne

[[Cases(k; L; d)]](�) = Cases(k; L; d; �):

4.6 Single Threads

We can regard the threads area of the JVM as the control centre of the
machine. It determines the order of the instructions that are executed,
and it stores the intermediate results of computations that are initiated
by these instructions.



Structure For simplicity, we just consider a single-threaded model. The
thread of a state performs calculations on data; we store the results of such
calculations in the objects on the heap. In particular, a thread consists
of a program counter register that tells us which instruction we are to
execute next, and a stack of frames which we use to store values needed
in the calculation of the execution of methods.

We model a thread as a Cartesian product of the registers and the
frames:

THREAD(A) = CP(REGISTERS ;FRAMES (A))

4.7 The Method Area

The method area of the JVM stores all the information pertaining to
the classes of the Java bytecode programs. We record all the �elds that
are declared by the methods of a class, together with the actual program
instructions.

Structure In the method area we store the instructions that we execute.
We structure the method area as a table of classes indexed by the class
names:

METHOD AREA(A) = TABLE (CLASS NAME ;CLASS (A))

Within each class entry we store

(i) the constant pool, where we store the constants of the class;
(ii) the declarations of the �elds that the class uses; and
(iii) the methods of the classes, which include the actual program instruc-

tions.

Thus,

CLASS (A)
= FCP(CONSTANT POOL(A);FIELD DECLNS (S);METHODS (�))

where the �lter we need to apply is that of checking that all the constants
and �elds used in a method have been declared in the class in which it
resides (an example of a completeness �lter), and that these two entities
are disjoint from each other.

Field Declarations We declare all the �elds of a class before we use
them in the instructions; we store the values of the �elds on the heap.
There are two types of �eld: statics (per-class �elds) and non-statics (per-
object �elds).



Structure We �rst split the �elds into the statics and non-statics:

FIELD DECLNS (S)
= FCP(STATIC DECLNS (S);NON STATIC DECLNS (S))

where the �lter we apply ensures that the static and non-static �eld dec-
larations are disjoint from each other. Within each of these components,
we represent the �elds as a list of the �eld names:

STATIC DECLNS (S) = FLIST (FIELD NAME (S))
NON STATIC DECLNS (S) = FLIST (FIELD NAME (S))

where FIELD NAME (S) speci�es a set of �eld names which we type with
the sort set S of the underlying data type A, and in both cases we ensure
that the lists contain no repetitions.

The Constant Pool We store the constants of the classes within the
constant pool. (As our model is so abstract, this is all we need store in
our constant pool.)

Structure We structure the constant pool as a table indexed by the con-
stant names, and storing their values:

CONSTANT POOL(A) = TABLE (CONST NAME (S); A)

where CONST NAME (S) speci�es a list of constant names which we
type with the sort set S.

Loading from the Constant Pool To retrieve values from the constant
pool, we de�ne a function

FetchConstantPools : const names � jvm state! suninitialised

so that FetchConstantPools (c; �) returns the constant c that is stored in the
constant pool of the state �:

FetchConstantPools (c; �) = Reads(c;�
ConstantPool(�))

This allows us to de�ne the instruction

ConPlLoads : const names ! instrn

so that [[ConPlLoads(c)]](�) places a copy of the value of the constant c
from the constant pool on the top of the operand stack.

[[ConPlLoads(c)]](�) = �PC+1 (Loads(Fetch
ConstantPool
s (c; �); �))



The Methods We store the program instructions of the JVM within
the methods section of the classes.

Structure We structure the program code by initially storing the instruc-
tions for each method in a table

INSTRNS (�) = FTABLE (INSTRN INDEX ; INSTRN (�))

indexed by INSTRN INDEX ; this indexing scheme provides an isomor-
phic copy of the natural numbers with the constant StartIndex and func-
tions Succ and Plus.

The �lter that we need to apply here is that any conditional or un-
conditional branching instructions refer to an instruction within the ta-
ble, i.e., branching instructions can only direct execution to instructions
within the same method. This type of �lter is an example of a check for
completeness.

With each method we associate its variables (local and parameter):

METHOD(�)
= FCP(PARAMETERS (S);LOCALS (S); INSTRNS (�))

where
PARAMETERS (S) = FLIST (VAR NAME (S))

speci�es the parameters and

LOCALS (S) = FLIST (VAR NAME (S))

the local variables of methods as lists of variable names. Note that we
apply �lters to check that the parameters and locals are disjoint from
each other and that both exhibit the property of distinctness.

Then we store the individual methods in a table indexed by the
method names:

METHODS (�)
= TABLE (METHOD NAME (S [ fvoidg);METHOD(�))

where METHOD NAME (S [ fvoidg) speci�es a set of method names
which we type to indicate the return type of the method using the set S
of the signature �, or if the method does not return a value, we indicate
this with the sort void.



Operations The only operation on the bytecodes is that of accessing the
individual instructions. We de�ne a function

FetchInstrn : jvm state! instrn

so that FetchInstrn(�) returns the instruction of the JVM that we are to
execute next on the state �:

FetchInstrn(�)
= Readinstrn(�

PC (�);
Readmethod(�

CurrentMethod(�);
Readclass(�

CurrentClass(�);�MethodArea(�))))

4.8 The Heap

Objects are created dynamically as instances of classes and are stored on
the heap.

We can load and store values in �elds of objects. We can also create
objects, but in our high-level view of the JVM we shall not consider any
aspect of memory reclamation.

Structure We store dynamic structures in the form of objects on the
heap. At this level of abstraction, we regard the heap as a storage area
for two types of information: we separate out the per-object information
from the per-class information:

HEAP(A) = CP(STATICS (A);OBJECTS (A))

Each class is associated with one set of static �elds; we store these
static �elds as a table indexed by the class names, and storing the �elds:

STATICS (A) = TABLE (CLASS NAME ;FIELDS (A))

In turn, we store the �elds as a table indexed by the �eld names and
storing their values:

FIELDS (A) = TABLE (FIELD NAME (S); A)

Each class may have an arbitrary number of objects associated with it.
Hence, we store the objects in a table containing the non-static �elds and
indexed by some scheme (speci�ed by OBJECT INDEX ) that uniquely
identi�es each object:

OBJECTS (A) = TABLE (OBJECT INDEX ;NON STATICS (A))



In addition, we require that we can generate a fresh reference upon request
with a function

NewRef : jvm state! object index

whereby

Readnon statics(NewRef(�);�Objects(�)) = Uninitialisednon statics:

As with the static �elds, we store the non-static �elds as a table
indexed by the �eld names and storing their values:

NON STATICS (A) = FIELDS(A) = TABLE (FIELD NAME (S); A):

Creating Static Instances When we create an object, it is as the
instance of some class, each of which has a unique name.

Recall from Section 4.7, that we declare all the types of the �elds of
a class within the method area, and that we split the declarations into
the static and non-static �elds. When we create an instance of the class
statics, we initialise all the �elds to their default values with the function

Default : list(field name)! fields

which is an extension of the function DefaultV alues discussed in Sec-
tion 3.2.

We store the static instance of a class with a function

StoreStatics : jvm state! jvm state

so that StoreStatics(�) places an instance of the static variables of the
current class on the heap, if it has not already been stored:

Equals(Readfields(�
CurrentClass(�);�Statics(�));

Uninitialisedfields) = False

) StoreStatics(�) = �Statics(Storefields(�
CurrentClass(�);

Default(�StaticDeclns(�)));
�)

Equals(Readfields(�
CurrentClass(�);�Statics(�));

Uninitialisedfields) = True

) StoreStatics(�) = �



Creating Objects As with the static �elds, we initialise all the non-
static �elds of a newly created object to their default values with the
function Default. We de�ne a function

StoreNonStatics : jvm state! jvm state

so that StoreNonStatics(�) places an instance of the non-static variables
of the current class on the heap:

StoreNonStatics(�)
= �Objects(Storenon statics(NewRef(�);

Default(�NonStaticDeclns(�))); �)

Now we can de�ne the instruction

New :! instrn

so that [[New]](�) places an object on the heap of the current class and
stores the index to the object on the top of the operand stack:

[[New]](�) = �PC+1 (Loadobject index(NewRef(�);
StoreStatics(StoreNonStatics(�))))

Loading from Objects We have two instructions to load �eld values:
one for static �elds, and the other for non-static �elds.

We de�ne the function

GetFields : field names ! instrn

so that [[GetFields(f)]](�) loads the value of the �eld f of the object
that is on the heap at the location determined by the top element of the
operand stack:

[[GetFields(f)]](�)
= �PC+1 (Loads(Reads(f;Readnon statics(Fetchobject index(�);

�Objects(�)));
Removeobject index(�)))

The process for loading static �elds, i.e., �elds of class instances is
very similar: we de�ne the instruction

GetStatics : class name� field names ! instrn

so that [[GetStatics(c; f)]](�) places a copy of the static �eld f of the
class c on the top of the operand stack by:

[[GetStatics(c; f)]](�)
= �PC+1 (Loads(Reads(f;Readfields(c;�

Statics(�))); �))



Storing in Objects Similarly, we have two instructions to store �eld
values, depending on whether they are static or non-static.

To store non-static �eld values, we �rst introduce a function

StoreFields : s� field names � object index� jvm state! jvm state

so that StoreFields (v; f; o; �) stores the value v of the �eld f of the object
at position o on the heap:

StoreFields (v; f; o; �)
= �NonStatics(Stores(v; f;Readnon statics(o;�

Objects(�))); �)

We de�ne the instruction

PutFields : field names ! instrn

so that [[PutFields(f)]](�) transfers the second item of the operand stack
into the �eld f of an object which is determined by the top item of the
operand stack:

[[PutFields(f)]](�)
= �PC+1 (Store

Field
s (Fetchs(Removeobject index(�));

f; Fetchobject index(�); Removeobject index�s(�)))

The act of storing a static �eld with the instruction

PutStatics : class name� field names ! instrn

follows similarly:

[[PutStatics(c; f)]](�)
= �PC+1 (�

Statics(Stores(Fetchs(�); f; Readfields(c;�
Statics(�)));

Removes(�)))

5 Modelling the Concrete JVM

Having speci�ed the behaviour of our abstract JVM, we can now turn our
attention to what would be required to model the concrete JVM. This
process is a mixture of reducing the level of abstraction that we intro-
duced, together with addressing the simpli�cations made to our model.



5.1 The Underlying Data Structures

In our abstract model of the JVM, we just considered that it computed
over some arbitrary abstract data type A. To model the concrete JVM
(CJVM), we have to instantiate A with an appropriate data type.

As will be the case in dealing with the concretisation of other features
of the abstract JVM (AJVM), we shall �nd it helpful to add the details
required in a step-wise manner. Thus, we consider the underlying data
structures, then the underlying data type as a computational entity, and
�nally the representation of the data.

The Speci�cation Structures The speci�cation structures of Sec-
tion 2.3 also provide a suitable framework for the CJVM. We simply
need to instantiate the underlying data type with appropriate concrete
abstract data types (as indicated below) in most cases.

To model implementations of the CJVM though, (i.e., to remove yet
another layer of abstraction), more radical work (although essentially just
exercises in data structures) is required; for example, the operand stack
of the JVM is typically implemented as an array with a register recording
the current top of the stack.

The Underlying Data Type As can be seen from Figure 4, we take the
data type A over which the AJVM computes and instantiate it so that it
is constructed from the primitive types of BYTE , INT , SHORT , LONG ,
CHAR, RETURN ADDRESS (which we termed INSTRN INDEX in
the AJVM), and REFERENCE (which we termed OBJECT INDEX in
the AJVM).

We can then model each of these components at decreasing levels of
abstraction.

Data Representation In order for Java to be portable, the CJVM
speci�es how the data types are represented:

{ byte, short, int and long are signed two's complement integers (of
sizes 8 bit, 16 bit, 32 bit and 64 bit, respectively);

{ char as unsigned two's complement integer (of size 16 bit);
{ float and double are IEEE 754 oating point numbers (of sizes 32
bit and 64 bit, respectively); and

{ returnaddress and reference are stored using 16 bits.

To maintain the bene�ts that our abstract models have introduced, it
would be bene�cial to model the JVM's computation:
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Fig. 4. Structure of the underlying data type.

(i) �rst using a completely abstract notion of word;
(ii) then using the JVM's abstract notion of word, where one word is suf-

�ciently large to store values of byte, short, int, float, reference
and returnaddress, and two words are su�ciently large to store long
and double; and

(iii) �nally at bit-level.

5.2 Dealing with the Remaining Simpli�cations

Furnishing our model with concrete structures will not yield a full speci-
�cation of the JVM; we still have to deal with the simpli�cations that we
introduced into our model. These simpli�cations fall into two categories:
those that we have omitted so that we do not obscure the essential struc-
ture of the JVM, and those which are problematical to deal with.

In the �rst category fall instructions which are provided for: (i) imple-
mentation e�ciency reasons, (ii) exception handling and (iii) type check-
ing.

We can only consider e�cient versions of instructions at a concrete
level where the local variables are indexed by (relative) addresses, rather
than the abstract notion of names used in the AJVM. Then it is a sim-
ple matter to extend the instruction set to include speci�cations of the
semantics of load and store instructions which have an implicit index.

We omitted details regarding the throwing and catching of exceptions
in the AJVM as this is essentially an extension of method invocation.

We also neglected to deal with issues in any way associated with type
checking, which we have deliberately underplayed in this document. For
example: we have not made any distinction between classes with regard



to interfaces or access restrictions; we have not considered the checkcast
instructions; and we have not dealt with method resolution.

The major area which we have not dealt with is that of multithreading,
which raises the open problem of: \How can we lift the general algebraic
approach of Section 2 to model a machine with multithreading?"

6 Conclusions

In this paper, we have analysed a hierarchical structure of computer sys-
tems using algebraic methods. This algebraic modelling has been much
studied at Swansea: at the microprocessor level (Harman and Tucker
[1997] and Fox and Harman [1998]) through abstract models of computa-
tion to high-level languages Stephenson [1996] and a study of hierarchical
discrete-space, discrete-time systems (Poole et al. [1998]). This allows for
an analysis of the correctness of implementation to be considered within
a uni�ed framework with the aim of supporting trusted compilation.

The Java programming language is an ideal vehicle for our programme
of constructing a uni�ed formal path from high-level languages to hard-
ware, as it employs an abstraction mechanism in the form of the Java
Virtual Machine for its implementation. Thus, the gap between Java and
the JVM is smaller (and therefore more tractable) than between Java and
a more physically detailed hardware model.

Work has already been performed in proving the correctness of a
smaller skeletal compiler from a simple while language to an idealised
machine model (Unlimited Register Machine) and has shown to be fea-
sible (the proof has been performed by hand | Stephenson [1996]). In
addition, this intermediate stepping stone of the JVM will allow more
modular proofs to be constructed of the analysis of any particular imple-
mentation.

In this paper, we have concentrated on considering the speci�cation
of a case study of the Java Virtual Machine. We have shown that our
speci�cation techniques are capable of handling such a large example in a
uni�ed, comprehensive and practical fashion. The feasibility of specifying
the JVM is, we feel, only made possible by exploiting all the possible
abstractions we can make.
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